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Secure Wireless Communication and Optimal Power
Control Under Statistical Queueing Constraints
Deli Qiao, Student Member, IEEE, Mustafa Cenk Gursoy, Member, IEEE, and Senem Velipasalar, Member, IEEE

Abstract—In this paper, secure transmission of information over
fading broadcast channels is studied in the presence of statistical
queueing constraints. Effective capacity is employed as a performance metric to identify the secure throughput of the system, i.e.,
effective secure throughput. It is assumed that perfect channel side
information (CSI) is available at both the transmitter and the
receivers. Initially, the scenario in which the transmitter sends
common messages to two receivers and confidential messages
to one receiver is considered. For this case, the effective secure
throughput region, which is the region of constant arrival rates of
common and confidential messages that can be supported by the
buffer-constrained transmitter and fading broadcast channel, is
defined. It is proven that this effective throughput region is convex
implying that time-sharing between any two viable transmission
and power control strategies results in effective throughput values
inside the region. Then, the optimal power control policies that
achieve the boundary points of the effective secure throughput
region are investigated and an algorithm for the numerical computation of the optimal power adaptation schemes is provided.
Additionally, the throughput region achieved by time-division
multiplexing of common and confidential messages is explored.
Subsequently, the special case in which the transmitter sends
only confidential messages to one receiver is addressed in more
detail. For this case, effective secure throughput is formulated
and two different power adaptation policies are studied. These
power adaptation policies are compared with the opportunistic
ones that are optimal in the absence of quality of service (QoS)
constraints. It is shown that opportunistic schemes, in which data
transmission with high rates and high power occurs only when the
main channel is much better than the eavesdropper channel, are
no longer optimal under buffer constraints, and the transmitter
should send the data at a certain moderate rate and power even
when the main channel strength is comparable to that of the
eavesdropper channel to avoid buffer overflows.
Index Terms—Effective secure throughput, information-theoretic security, optimal power control, quality of service (QoS)
constraints, secure broadcasting, superposition coding, time-division multiplexing (TDM).

I. INTRODUCTION

S

ECURITY is an important consideration in wireless systems due to the broadcast nature of wireless transmissions.
In a pioneering work, Wyner in [1] addressed the security
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problem from an information-theoretic point of view and
considered a wiretap channel model. He proved that secure
transmission of confidential messages to a destination in the
presence of a degraded wiretapper can be achieved, and he
established the secrecy capacity which is defined as the highest
rate of reliable communication from the transmitter to the
legitimate receiver while keeping the wiretapper completely
ignorant of the transmitted messages. Recently, there have been
numerous studies addressing information-theoretic security
[2]–[5]. For instance, the impact of fading has been investigated
in [2], where it has been shown that a nonzero secrecy capacity
can be achieved even when the eavesdropper channel is better
than the main channel on average. The secrecy capacity region
of the fading broadcast channel with confidential messages and
associated optimal power control policies have been identified
in [3], where it is shown that the transmitter allocates more
power as the strength of the main channel increases with respect
to that of the eavesdropper channel.
In addition to security issues, providing acceptable performance and quality is vital to many applications. For instance,
voice over IP (VoIP), interactive-video (e.g., video-conferencing), and streaming-video systems are required to satisfy
certain buffer or delay constraints, and the recent proliferation
and expected widespread use of multimedia applications in
next-generation wireless systems call for a rigorous performance analysis under such quality of service (QoS) considerations. A performance measure for these systems is the effective
capacity [6], which can be seen as the maximum constant arrival rate that a given time-varying service process can support
while satisfying statistical QoS constraints imposed in the form
of limitations on the buffer length. Effective capacity is recently studied in various wireless scenarios (see, e.g., [7]–[11]
and references therein). For instance, Tang and Zhang in [7]
considered the effective capacity when both the receiver and
transmitter know the instantaneous channel gains, and derived
the optimal power and rate adaptation policies that maximize
the system throughput under QoS constraints. Liu et al. in
[9] considered fixed-rate transmission schemes and analyzed
the effective capacity and related resource requirements for
Markov wireless channel models. In [10] and [11], energy
efficiency is addressed when the wireless systems operate
under buffer constraints and employ either adaptive or fixed
transmission schemes.
The above-mentioned studies addressed the physical-layer
security and QoS limitations separately. However, the joint
treatment of these considerations is of much interest from both
practical and theoretical points of view. The practical relevance
is through, for instance, the wide range of military and commercial applications and scenarios in which sensitive multimedia
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information needs to be transmitted in a wireless and secure
fashion. The theoretical interest is due to the certain tension that
arises when both secrecy and buffer limitations are present. For
instance, physical-layer security leads to lower transmission
rates. Moreover, the optimal performance in wireless scenarios
requires opportunistic transmissions in which one has to wait
for high-rate transmission until the main channel between the
transmitter and the legitimate receiver is much stronger than the
eavesdropper’s channel. Note that both end-results may cause
buffer overflows and packet losses and may be detrimental
in buffer/delay constrained systems. Despite these motivating
facts, the combination of security and delay/buffer considerations has received only little attention so far. In [12], Liang
et al. analyzed the arrival rates supported by a fading wiretap
channel and identified the power allocation policies that take
into account the queue lengths. In [13], Youssef et al. studied
the delay limited secrecy capacity of fading channels. In [14]
and [15], we studied the problem of secure communication over
fading channels in the presence of statistical QoS constraints. In
particular, we considered in [15] a fading broadcast channel and
investigated the optimal power control strategies. However, in
[15], we employed instantaneous transmission rate expressions
which are only upper bounds for systems that perform coding
in each frame (in which fading stays constant) rather than over
multiple frames. Moreover, we assumed that both common and
confidential messages are subject to the same QoS constraints,
and addressed only superposition transmission strategies. In
this paper, as major extensions to [15], we use more accurate
instantaneous rate expressions, consider the more general asymmetric scenario in which different QoS constraints are imposed
on different message types, analyze time-division-multiplexing
(TDM) strategies, as well as superposition transmissions, and
provide new numerical results.
More specifically, we address both physical-layer security issues and buffer limitations in order to identify the key tradeoffs and optimal transmission strategies. We assume that perfect
channel side information (CSI) is available at both the transmitter and receivers. We first consider a secure broadcasting
scenario in which the transmitter sends common messages to
two receivers and confidential messages to one receiver. For
this case, we define the effective secure throughput region as
the region of common and confidential message arrival rates
that can be supported when the transmitter operates under constraints on buffer violation probabilities. Then, we investigate
the optimal power allocation policies that achieve points on
the boundary of the effective secrecy throughput region. We
provide an algorithm to determine the power allocation as a
function of the channel states. We also study the performance
achieved when the common and confidential message transmissions are time-division multiplexed rather than occurring simultaneously through superposition coding. Subsequently, we provide a more detailed analysis of the special case in which the
transmitter sends no common messages. In this case, the broadcast channel with confidential messages is reduced to a wiretap
channel. In this scenario, we provide the expression for the effective secure throughput and analyze two types of control policies by adapting the power with respect to both the main and
eavesdropper channel conditions and also with respect to only
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Fig. 1. General system model.

the main channel conditions. Through this analysis, we find that,
due to the introduction of the buffer constraints, the transmitter
cannot reserve its power for times at which the main channel is
much stronger than the eavesdropper channel. Also, we find that
adapting the power allocation strategy with respect to both the
main and eavesdropper channel CSI rather than only the main
channel CSI provides little improvement when QoS constraints
become more stringent.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section II briefly
describes the system model and the necessary preliminaries on
statistical QoS constraints and effective capacity. In Section III,
the effective secure throughput region and the corresponding optimal power allocation policies are presented for fading broadcast
channels with confidential messages. In Section IV, the special
case in which the common message rate is zero is studied in more
detail. Finally, Section V concludes the paper.
II. SYSTEM MODEL AND PRELIMINARIES
A. System and Channel Models
As depicted in Fig. 1, we consider a system with one transmitter and two receivers. We assume that the transmitter sends
confidential messages to receiver 1. From this perspective,
receiver 2 can be regarded as an eavesdropper. However, receiver 2 is not necessarily a malicious eavesdropper as we also
consider a broadcast scenario in which the transmitter sends
common messages to both receivers.
In the model, data sequences generated by the source are divided into frames of duration . These data frames are initially
stored in the buffer before they are transmitted over the wireless
channel. The channel input–output relationships are given by
(1)
and
(2)
where is the symbol index,
is the channel input in
the th symbol duration, and
and
represent the
channel outputs at receivers 1 and 2, respectively. We assume
that
’s are jointly stationary and ergodic
discrete-time processes, and we denote the magnitude-square
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of the fading coefficients by
. Considering
receiver 1 as the main user, to which we send both the common
and confidential messages, and regarding receiver 2 as the
eavesdropper for the confidential messages, we replace with
and
with
to increase the clarity in the subsequent
formulations. The channel input is subject to an average energy
constraint
where
is the bandwidth
available in the system and hence
is the average power
constraint (under the assumption that the symbol rate is
complex symbols per second). Above,
is a zero-mean,
circularly symmetric, complex Gaussian random variable with
variance
. The additive Gaussian noise
samples
are assumed to form an independent and
identically distributed (i.i.d.) sequence.
We denote the average transmitted signal to noise ratio with
respect to receiver 1 as SNR
. Also, we denote
the instantaneous transmit power in the th frame as
. Now,
the instantaneous transmitted SNR level for receiver 1 becomes
. Then, the average power constraint at
the transmitter is equivalent to the average SNR constraint for
receiver 1 [16]
(3)
If we denote the ratio between the noise powers of the two channels as
, the instantaneous transmitted SNR level for
receiver 2 becomes
.
B. Secrecy Capacity Region With Common Messages
We consider a block-fading channel in which the fading coefficients stay constant for the block duration of seconds and
change independently across the blocks. We assume that both
the transmitter and receivers have perfect CSI. Equipped with
the channel knowledge, the transmitter employs power control.
We denote the power allocation policies for the common and
confidential messages by
, respectively,
where
is the vector composed of the channel
states of receivers 1 and 2. Note that the power control policies
are defined as instantaneous power levels normalized by the
noise power
at receiver 1, i.e.,
and
, where
and
are the instantaneous powers of the common and confidential messages, which
are in general functions of the fading states . Since perfect CSI
is assumed to be available at the transmitter, the transmitter
is able to adapt its transmission power to the instantaneous
channel state realization. Note also that this power adaptation
should be performed under the average power constraint .
Hence, we should have
which, by normalizing all sides with
, translates to
(4)
By considering two different regions of the fading state space,
we can further express the constraint in (4) as
(5)
as
where we have defined the region
and its complement in the first
quadrant as
. Equation (5) follows

from the fact that in region
, the eavesdropper’s channel is
stronger than the main channel and consequently instantaneous
secrecy capacity is zero. Hence, when
, confidential
messages should not be transmitted and we have to set
. Following the above definitions, we finally define
as set of the power allocation policies that satisfy the average
SNR constraint, i.e.,

(6)
With the above power control policies, the maximum instantaneous common message rate in each block with power control
policy is given by [3, Sec. V]
(7)
under the assumption that channel coding is performed in each
block of duration seconds, and the block length, which is
symbols, is large enough so that the probability of error is negligible and hence communication at these rates is reliable. Under
similar assumptions, the maximum instantaneous confidential
message rate is given by

(8)
Then, the ergodic secrecy capacity region for the fading broadcast channel with common and confidential messages is1

(9)
When
, the common and confidential messages are sent simultaneously by using superposition encoding methods. Moreover, we note that coding schemes for accomplishing secrecy in
the physical layer mainly employ random binning schemes and
more details can be found in [1]–[5].
The following result shows the convexity of the above capacity region.
Proposition 1: The ergodic secrecy capacity region
is
convex.
Proof: Let
and
be two rate pairs achieved by
power control policies
and
, respectively. Now, assume that
a time-sharing strategy is employed, and power control policy
is used
fraction of the time and
is employed
in the remaining
fraction of the time. The new power
control policy can be expressed as
fraction of the time
fraction of the time.

(10)

1Note that if coding over all channel states is allowed, a larger capacity region
can be achieved (see, e.g., [3, Sec. IV]).
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Since

and

, we can easily see that
, and hence
as well.
Moreover, this time-sharing strategy achieves
with the power control policy . Therefore, we conclude that
, showing the convexity of .
C. Statistical QoS Constraints and Effective Secure
Throughput
In [6], effective capacity is defined as the maximum constant
arrival rate2 that a given service process can support in order
to guarantee a statistical QoS requirement specified by the QoS
exponent . If we define as the stationary queue length, then
is the decay rate of the tail distribution of the queue length
(11)
, we have the following approximation
Therefore, for large
for the buffer violation probability:
.
Hence, while larger corresponds to more strict QoS constraints, smaller implies looser QoS guarantees. Similarly,
if
denotes the steady-state delay experienced in the buffer,
then
for large
, where is
determined by the arrival and service processes [8].
The effective capacity is given by
(12)
where the expectation is with respect to
,
which is the time-accumulated service process.
denote the discrete-time stationary and ergodic
stochastic service process. We define the effective capacity obtained when the service rate is confined by the secrecy capacity
region as the effective secure throughput.
Under the block fading assumption, the service rate in the th
block is
bits per seconds, where is the instantaneous service rate for either common or confidential messages,
and is the bandwidth. Note that
varies independently from
one block to another due to the block fading assumption. Then,
(12) can be written as
(13)
Above, if is equal to
in (7), then
is the maximum
effective capacity (or equivalently the maximum constant arrival rate) of the common messages, which can be achieved with
the power allocation policy
under queueing constraints specified by the QoS exponent . Similarly, if
in (8), then
is the maximum effective capacity of the confidential messages achieved with the power control policy .
Note that in both cases, depends on the fading states , and
the expectation in (13) is with respect to .
Finally, we denote the effective capacity normalized by bandwidth as
(14)
2For time-varying arrival rates, effective capacity specifies the effective bandwidth of the arrival process that can be supported by the channel.
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III. EFFECTIVE SECURE THROUGHPUT REGION WITH COMMON
MESSAGES AND OPTIMAL POWER CONTROL
In this section, we investigate the secure throughput region of
and the optimal power control policies for the fading broadcast
channel with confidential messages (BCC) in the presence of
statistical QoS constraints. Hence, in the considered scenario,
the transmitter sends common messages to two receivers, sends
confidential messages to only one receiver, and operates under
buffer constraints. Liang et al. in [3] showed that the fading
channel can be viewed as a set of parallel subchannels with each
subchannel corresponding to one fading state. Subsequently,
the ergodic secrecy capacity region is determined and the
optimal power allocation policies achieving the boundary of
the capacity region are identified in [3]. Outage performance
is also studied for cases in which long transmission delays
cannot be tolerated and coding and decoding needs to be
performed in one block.
A. Effective Secure Throughput Region
In this paper, we analyze the performance under statistical
buffer constraints by considering the effective capacity formulation. We assume that common and confidential message transmissions are subject to individual statistical QoS constraints described by and , respectively. Using the effective capacity
expression in (13), we first have the following definition for the
effective secure throughput region.
Definition 1: The effective secure throughput region of the
fading BCC is

(15)
where
is the vector composed of the instantaneous rates for the common and confidential messages, respectively.
Note that the union in (15) is over the distributions of the
vector such that the expected value
lies in the ergodic
secrecy capacity region . Note also that the maximum values
of the instantaneous rates
and
for a given power control
policy are provided by (7) and (8). Moreover, in (15),
and
denote the effective capacities of common and confidential
messages, respectively.
Since the ergodic secrecy capacity region is convex as proved
in Proposition 1, we can easily prove the following.
Theorem 1: The effective secrecy throughput region
defined in (15) is convex.
Proof: Let the two effective capacity pairs
and
belong to
. Therefore, there exist some
and
for and , respectively.
By a time sharing strategy, for any
, we know that
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. Denote

. Then, we can

write

Similarly, the maximal instantaneous confidential message (or
equivalently secrecy) rate is
(21)

(16)

(17)
(18)

and
in the
Now, using these instantaneous service rates
effective capacity expressions and recalling the average SNR
constraint in (6), we can express the Lagrangian of the convex
optimization problem in (19) as shown in (22), at the bottom
of the page, where
,
is
the joint distribution function of the fading states
,
and
is the Lagrange multiplier. Next, we define
as

Above, in (16) – (18), all algebraic operations are with respect to each component of the vectors. For instance, the
expression in (16) denotes a vector whose components are
(23)
for
. The inequality in (18) follows from Hölder’s
inequality. Hence,
lies in the throughput
region, showing the convexity.
Due to the convexity property, the points on the boundary surface of the effective throughput region
can be obtained
by solving the following optimization problem:
(19)
is any vector in
, and
and
are the
where
maximum effective capacity values for a given power control
policy , i.e., they are the effective capacity values when the
instantaneous service rates are the ones given in (7) and (8).

and

(24)
Below, we derive the optimality conditions (that the optimal
power control policies should satisfy) by differentiating the Lain regions
and and with regrangian with respect to
spect to
in , and making the derivatives equal to zero

(25)

B. Optimal Power Control
Having characterized the effective secure throughput region,
we turn our attention to optimal power control. Note that due
to the introduction of QoS constraints, the maximization is over
the effective capacities while the service rates are limited by the
instantaneous channel capacities.
Next, we derive the optimality conditions for the optimal
power allocation
that solves (19). As also provided in
Section II-B, the maximal instantaneous common message rate
for a given power control policy is

(20)

(26)

(27)
where (25)–(27) are obtained by evaluating the derivative of
with respect to
when
,
when
, and
when
, respectively. Whenever
or
turn out to have
negative values through these equations, they are set to 0 due to
the convexity of the optimization problem [17].

(22)
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We immediately note from (25) that when
(i.e., when
and no confidential messages are transmitted), the
optimal power control policy for the common messages can be
expressed as
(28)
where
. Also, when
, if no power is
allocated for confidential messages and hence
, then we
see from (26) that we can write the optimal
as
(29)
A final remark about

is the following. Noting that the term
in (26) is less than 1 for
when

, we have
. Equivalently, having
implies that
.
Regarding the optimal power control for the confidential messages, we have the following observations from the optimality
conditions. We remark that when
, (27) becomes
(30)
from which the optimal
can be computed.
When we have both
and
, the optimal power
allocations can be obtained by solving (26) and (27) simultaneously. In this case, a certain condition that depends only on
can be obtained. By combining the equations in (26) and (27)
and applying several straightforward algebraic manipulations,
we get
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2
Initialize ;
3 Determine
,
4
if
5
then if
6
then Compute
from (30);
7
if
or
8
then
;
9
else if (31) returns positive solution
10
thenCompute
and
11
from (26) and (27);
12
else
,

;

;
13

,

else

;
14

else

,

;

15 Check if the obtained
and
satisfy the average
16
power constraint with equality;
17 if not satisfied with equality
18
then update the value of and return to Step 3;
19
else move to Step 20;
20 Evaluate
and
with the obtained power control
policies;
21 Check if the new values of
and
agree (up to
22
a certain margin) with those used in Step 3;
23 if do not agree
24
then update the values of
and
and return to
Step 2;
25
else declare the obtained power allocation policies
26
and
as the optimal ones.
C. Time-Division Multiplexing (TDM) of Common and
Confidential Messages

(31)
which depends only on . The positive solution
of this
equation provides the optimal power control policy for the confidential messages. Once optimal
is determined, the optimal
policy
can be easily found from (26).
As seen in the above discussion, we have closed-form expressions for the optimal power control policy for the common messages in special cases (e.g., when
or when
). On
the other hand, the optimal power control policy for the confidential messages does not assume simple closed-form formulas
even in special cases. Hence, optimal power control is in general
determined through numerical computations. Making use of the
optimality conditions in (25)–(27) and the characterizations in
(28) through (31), we propose the following algorithm below to
obtain the optimal power adaptation policies. This algorithm is
used in the numerical results presented in Section III-D.
ALGORITHM PC (Power Control)
1

Given

, initialize

;

In previous sections, we have implicitly assumed that when
, common and confidential messages are transmitted
simultaneously by using superposition coding techniques.
Subsequently, receiver 1 is assumed to perform successive
decoding. Hence, receiver 1 initially decodes the common
message treating the codeword for the confidential message
as noise and then subtracts the decoded common message
from the signal and decodes the confidential message in the
absence of any interference. These operations are considered
due to their information-theoretic optimality. However, superposition coding at the transmitter and successive decoding at
the receiver may lead to difficulties in implementation. Due
to this, orthogonal transmissions are generally preferred in
practical communication systems. With this motivation, we in
this section investigate the effective secrecy throughput and the
optimal power control policies in the scenario where common
and confidential messages are transmitted in different time
intervals through a TDM scheme.
Here, we assume that when
, a fixed fraction
of each block is allocated to the confidential message transmission, and the remaining
fraction of the block is allocated to
the common message. Note that as before, when
, only
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the common message is transmitted. Thus, the transmission rate
for confidential messages is now

(32)

Using the Lagrangian method to solve the problems in (36)
and (37) yields us the optimal power control policies for
common and confidential message transmissions, respectively. The optimal
can be obtained from the following equation:

and the transmission rate for common messages is
(33)
.
where
Now, substituting (32) and (33) into (13) and normalizing
the effective rate with the bandwidth
give us the effective
capacity for common messages as

(34)
and the effective capacity for confidential messages as

(35)

(38)
is the Lagrange multiplier whose value
where
is chosen to satisfy the average power constraint
.
The optimal
is given by (39), shown at the bottom of
the page, where
is chosen to satisfy the average power
constraint with equality
.
2) To obtain the effective throughput region of the TDM
scheme, we solve the above maximization problems for
different values of and . More specifically, for fixed
, we obtain the effective capacity pairs
for all possible
values, and plot the rate region.
We repeat the same procedure for all values to characterize the throughput region.
D. Numerical Results

where we again have
. Above,
we see that through the use of this TDM scheme, we have
depend only on and
depend only on . At the same time,
note that we still have the constraint
.
In order to identify the effective throughput region achieved
with TDM, we employ the following two steps. We initially decouple the problem of finding the optimal power control policies and by fixing the average power and time allocated to
the transmission of common and confidential messages. Subsequently, we identify the effective capacities achieved with different average power and time allocations.
1) Assume that
and
for some
. For fixed and , the optimal power control policies can be found by solving the
following two independent optimization problems:
(36)
(37)
where

and

are given by (34) and (35).

First, we consider the case in which common and confidential
messages are sent simultaneously. In Fig. 2, we plot the effective
secrecy throughput region for two different
pairs in a
Rayleigh fading environment in which
and
are independent exponential random variables with
.
We assume that
, i.e., the noise variances at both receivers
are equal. We further assume that SNR
dB. In the figure,
the solid-line boundary region corresponds to the case in which
. The dashed-line boundary region is for the case
in which the QoS exponents are different with values
and
. In the latter scenario, looser QoS constraints
are imposed for the transmission of confidential messages. In
this case, we expectedly observe that higher effective capacities
for the confidential messages can be attained for fixed common
message effective capacity. Hence, the effective throughput region expands.
In Fig. 3, we plot the optimal power adaptation policies
and
as a function of the channel states
for the optimal superposition strategy. In the figure, we have
SNR
dB and
. Moreover, we assume
, and hence these are the optimal power control policies that maximize the sum rate throughput
. It is obvious from the figure that the power for common message seems

(39)
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Fig. 2. Effective secrecy throughput region for two different (

) pairs.
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Fig. 4. Effective throughput regions for superposition and TDM schemes.
dB,
, and
. Dashed line is the boundary region
SNR
of the superposition transmission. Dotted points denote the maximum effective
for different values of and in the TDM scheme.
capacity pairs
Union of these points provide the effective throughput region of TDM.

Fig. 5. Effective throughput regions for superposition and TDM schemes.
dB and
. Solid-line is the boundary region of
SNR
the superposition transmission. Dotted points denote the maximum effective
for different values of and in the TDM scheme.
capacity pairs
Union of these points provide the effective throughput region of TDM.

Fig. 3. Power allocated to common message and confidential message trans. The top figure plots the power control
missions as a function of
.
policy , while the figure below plots the power control policy .
dB.
.
SNR

to be relatively uniformly distributed over all the entire channel
state space while the power for confidential messages is concentrated in the smaller region . Still, we note that the optimal
provides relatively uniform distribution in rather than an
opportunistic power allocation strategy in which more power
is allocated to the transmission of confidential messages when
is much larger than
and less power otherwise. As will
also be seen in the discussions of the following section, opportunistic power control is not necessarily optimal in the presence
of buffer constraints since waiting until channel conditions get
favorable may lead to buffer overflows.
In Figs. 4 and 5, we compare the optimal effective secrecy
throughput region (achieved with the superposed transmission
of common and confidential messages) with the one obtained
using TDM as discussed in Section III-C. In Fig. 4,
and
. The dashed line provides the boundary region
of the superposition scheme. The dotted points represent the

maximum effective capacity pairs
for different values
of and in the TDM scheme. The union of all the points corresponds to the effective throughput region of TDM. In the figure,
we note that the region achieved with TDM is not necessarily
convex. We also observe that TDM is always inside the optimal
throughput region, and hence is suboptimal. However, it is interesting that when the common message effective rate is small,
the TDM scheme can achieve almost the same performance as
the optimal one. A similar plot with similar observations is provided in Fig. 5 for the case in which
.
IV. EFFECTIVE SECURE THROUGHPUT AND OPTIMAL POWER
CONTROL IN THE ABSENCE OF COMMON MESSAGES
In this section, we assume that the common message rate is
zero, i.e.,
, and investigate the secrecy capacity and
the associated optimal power control policy in the presence of
QoS constraints. For this case, we identify equivalent optimization problems that are simpler to solve than the ones studied in
Section III. In particular, we analyze two types of power adaptation policies. First, we consider the case in which the power
control policies take into account the CSI of both the main and
eavesdropper channels. Subsequently, we investigate power allocation strategies that are functions of only the CSI of the main
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channel. Additionally, we compare the power control policies
obtained in this paper with the power control policies in [2] to
gain further insight.

problem:

A. Power Adaptation With Main and Eavesdropper Channel
State Information
In this subsection, we assume that transmitter adapts the
transmitted power according to the instantaneous values of
and
. Note that
for all . In the absence of QoS
constraints, the optimal power control policy is given by [2]

(40)
, and is a constant chosen to satisfies
where
the average power constraint
.
In the following, we will derive the power adaptation
policy by taking into account the QoS constraints. Recall that
the instantaneous secrecy rate with power adaptation policy
is given by
(41)
and the maximum effective secure throughput can be expressed
as

(43)
It is easy to check that when
(44)
is a convex function in . Since the nonnegative weighted sum
of convex functions is convex [17], we can immediately see that
the objective function in (43) is also convex in . Then, we can
form the Lagrangian function, denoted as , shown in (45), at
the bottom of the page. Taking the derivative of the Lagrangian
function with respect to
, we get the following optimality condition:

(46)
where is the Lagrange multiplier whose value is chosen to
satisfy the average power constraint with equality. For any
channel state pairs
,
can be obtained
from the above condition. Whenever the value of
is negative, it follows from the convexity of the objective
function with respect to
that the optimal value of
is 0.
There is no closed-form solution to (46). However, since the
right-hand side (RHS) of (46) is a monotonically increasing
function, numerical techniques such as bisection search method
can be efficiently adopted to derive the solution.
The secure throughput can be determined by substituting the
optimal power control policy
in (42). Exploiting
the optimality condition in (46), we can notice that when
, we have
. Meanwhile

(42)
and
are the probability density funcwhere
tions of
and , respectively,3 and
. Note
that the first term in the
function is a constant and
is
a monotonically increasing function. Therefore, the maximization problem in (42) is equivalent to the following minimization
3In Section IV, we assume that
and
are independent. While this is
not necessarily required in Section IV-A, optimal control policy results in Section IV-B depend on this assumption. Hence, we have the same assumption
throughout Section IV for the sake of being consistent.

(47)
Thus, we must have
for
,
i.e.,
if
. Hence, we can write
the maximum effective secure throughput as shown in (48), at
the bottom of the next page, where
is the derived
optimal power control policy.

(45)
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B. Power Adaptation With Only Main Channel State
Information
In this section, we assume that the transmitter adapts the
power level by only taking into account the CSI of the main
channel (the channel between the transmitter and the legitimate
receiver). When there are no QoS constraints, the optimal
power control policy
is solved from [2]

(49)
where is a constant chosen to satisfy the average power constraint
with equality, and whenever the
obtained
is negative, it is set to 0.
We again investigate the optimal power control policy in the
presence of QoS constraints. The instantaneous secrecy rate
with power adaptation policy
is
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The objective function in this case is again convex, and with
a similar Lagrangian optimization method, we can get the following optimality condition:

(53)
where is the Lagrange multiplier whose value is chosen to
satisfy the average power constraint with equality. If the obtained power level
is negative, then the optimal value
of
becomes 0 according to the convexity of the objective function in (52). The RHS of (53) is still a monotonic increasing function of
.
The secure throughput can be determined by substituting the
optimal power control policy
in (51). Exploiting the
optimality condition in (53), we notice that when
,
we have
(54)
(55)

(50)
and the maximum effective secure throughput is shown in
(51), at the bottom of the page. Similar to the discussion in
Section IV-A, we get the following equivalent minimization
problem:

(52)

Let us denote the solution to the above equation as . Considering that
(56)
we must have
for
, i.e.,
if
. Hence, we can write the maximum effective secure
throughput as shown in (57), at the bottom of the page, where
is the derived optimal power control policy.

(48)

(51)

(57)
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Fig. 6. Effective secure throughput versus
.
.
with
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in the Rayleigh fading channel

Fig. 7. Effective secure throughput versus SNR in the Rayleigh fading channel
.
.
with

C. Numerical Results
In Fig. 6, we plot the effective secure throughput as a function of the QoS exponent in the Rayleigh fading channel with
when the power is adapted with respect to the full CSI
(i.e., the CSI of main and eavesdropper channels) and also with
respect to only the main CSI. It can be seen from the figure that
as the QoS constraints become more stringent and hence as the
value of increases, little improvement is provided by considering the CSI of the eavesdropper channel in the power adaptation. In Fig. 7, we plot the effective secure throughput as SNR
varies for
. Note that
represents the case in which there are no QoS constraints, and the
optimal power control policies are given in (40) and (49), respectively. Not surprisingly, we again observe that taking into
account the CSI of the eavesdropper channel in the power adaptation policy does not provide many gains in terms of increasing
the effective secure throughput in the large SNR regime. Also,
as QoS constraints become more strict, we similarly note that
adapting the power with full CSI does not increase the rate of
secure transmission much even at medium SNR levels.
To characterize the power allocation strategy, we plot in Fig. 8
the power distribution as a function of
for the full CSI
case when
and
. In the figure, we see that for
both values of , no power is allocated for transmission when
which is expected under the assumption of equal noise
powers, i.e.,
. We note that when
and hence there
are no buffer constraints, the power control policy as derived in [2]

Fig. 8. Power allocation for the full CSI scenario with SNR
.
.
Rayleigh fading channel with

dB in the

Fig. 9. Effective secure throughput versus SNR in the Rayleigh fading channel
.
. The solid-line plots the optimal secure
with
throughput achieved by the optimal power control policy with full CSI. Dashed
line provides the secure throughput achieved by the suboptimal power control
.
policy given in (40).

is more like opportunistic transmission policy. More power is allocated for cases in which the difference
is large. Therefore, the transmitter favors the times at which the main channel
is much better than the eavesdropper channel. At these times, the
transmitter sends the information at a high rate with large power.
When
is small, transmission occurs at a small rate with
small power. However, this strategy is clearly not optimal in the
presence ofbuffer constraintsbecause waiting to transmitata high
rate until the main channel becomes much stronger than the eavesdropper channel can lead to buildup in the buffer and incur large
delays. Hence, we do not observe this opportunistic transmission
strategy when
. In this case, we note that a more uniform
power allocation is preferred.In ordernotto violatethe limitations
on the buffer length, transmission at a moderate power level is performed even when
is small.
Finally, we analyze the impact of taking the QoS constraints
into account in the power control policies. In Fig. 9, we set
and we plot the effective secure throughput attained by
employing the optimal power control (solid line) and the suboptimal power control in (40) (dashed line) which does not take into
consideration the presence of QoS limitations and is optimal only
when
. We observe that optimal power control strategy is
especially beneficial in the SNR range from 10 to 10 dB, and
the performance gap again vanishes for very high SNR values.
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V. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we have investigated the fading broadcast
channels with confidential messages under statistical QoS constraints. We have first defined the effective secure throughput
region and proven the convexity of this region. Then, optimal
power control policies that achieve the points on the boundary
of the throughput region are investigated. We have determined
the conditions satisfied by the optimal power control policies.
In particular, we have identified an algorithm for computing
the optimal power allocated to each fading state using the optimality conditions. Additionally, we have analyzed the effective
throughput region achieved through TDM of common and
confidential messages. We have found that while being strictly
suboptimal, TDM performance can approach that of the superposition strategies when the common message effective rate
is low. When the broadcast channel is reduced to the wiretap
channel with zero common message rate, we have investigated
two types of optimal power allocation policies that maximize
the effective secure throughput. In particular, we have noted
that the transmitter allocates power more uniformly instead of
concentrating its power for the cases in which the main channel
is much stronger than the eavesdropper channel. By numerically comparing the obtained effective secure throughput, we
have shown that as QoS constraints become more stringent, the
benefits of incorporating the CSI of the eavesdropper channel
in the power control policy diminish.
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